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Rock Climbing in the South of Crete
“Great things are done when men and mountains meet."
William Blake (English poet, 1757 – 1827)
Yes indeed! Great things are done when men and mountains meet. And besides this everyone experiences some very
special feelings when trying to conquer a huge rock by climbing: modesty, respect, burning ambition, fear, blank despair
and desperate courage, eager fight, faith in your friend and belayer, self-confidence, enthusiasm, pride, self-conquest
and last but not least: the great feeling of Yippie Ya Yay when it is done!
There are some climbing spots close to our place; all of them beautiful and close to the beach! The beginners rock
climbing course takes place at the DRAGON GORGE and in AGIO FARAGO GORGE and lasts for one day. It is designed
for anyone who has never climbed before or who has done a little indoor wall climbing and wants to try rock climbing
outside.
Climb in Crete and combine your relaxing holidays with moments of fun, thrill and self-conquest. There are rocks and
routes suited to your personal level of fitness and climbing experience. Just try this fascinating sport and experience all
those overwhelming feelings! You will love it!

Requirements:

Anyone who has never climbed before or
who has done a little indoor wall climbing and wants to try rock climbing outside.
Price per Person:

Rock Climbing 75€ p.P.
Price includes:

Transfer from meeting point at Lentas to the location of the event and back to your hotel, experienced guide
(German and English speaking), all special gear for the activity (ropes, helmets, harnesses, climbing shoes,
secure karabiners), picnic lunch
Group Size:

min. 3 / max. 8
Itinary / Timetable:

10:00

11:00 – 18:00

Meeting at Lentas / Dyskos or agreed meeting point
Climb!

The timetable is subject to change.

You’ve got to take with you:
Hiking boots or sport shoes, sun milk, insect repellent, hat, wind jacket, etc.
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